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* NOTICES*

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Laser survey equipment characterized by providing the following Laser light source the

[ which has been arranged on the optical path of the laser beam by which outgoing radiation was
carried out from the aforementioned laser light source / abbreviation plate-like / the 1st and ]

-

- 2 transparent member the [ the above 1st and ] — the tubed elastic member by which the

double door peristome was closed by 2 transparent member the [ the solution layer formed by

filling up with a liquid in the aforementioned elastic member, and / the above 1 st and ] — with

the lens-barrel holding 2 transparent member The adjustment mechanism the above 1st held at

this lens-barrel and whose adjustment in the range which includes parallel for the relative tilt

angle of a member the 2nd transparence are enabled, Control means which adjust the size of the

angle which controls the aforementioned adjustment mechanism according to the size of the

aforementioned tilt angle detected in the level detector which detects the tilt angle to the level

surface of the aforementioned lens-barrel, and the aforementioned level detector, and the

aforementioned 1st area-pellucida material and the aforementioned 2nd area-pellucida material

make
[Claim 2] The aforementioned elastic member is laser survey equipment according to claim 1

which has the bellows-like configuration.

[Claim 3] The liquid which forms the aforementioned solution layer is laser survey equipment

according to claim 1 which is a silicone oil. [Claim 4] the [ the above 1st and ] — the laser

survey equipment according to claim 1 to 3 further equipped with the reflective member which

deflects 90 degrees of laser beams which penetrated 2 transparent member, and a rotation

means to rotate the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser beam deflected by this reflective

member by rotating the aforementioned reflective member within a fixed flat surface

[Claim 5] A beam division means to divide into two or more laser beams the laser beam by which
outgoing radiation was carried out from the aforementioned laser light source, The condenser
lens which condenses one of the laser beams divided by the aforementioned beam division

means, It is arranged on the focal plane of the aforementioned condenser lens, and has further

an optical position detection means to detect the incidence position of the laser beam
condensed with the aforementioned condenser lens, the aforementioned control means — the

[ aforementioned ] — the [ 1 transparent member and / aforementioned ] — the laser survey

equipment according to claim .1 to 3 which computes the size of the angle which 2 transparent

member makes based on the variation of the incidence position of the aforementioned laser

beam which carried out incidence to the aforementioned optical position detection means
[Claim 6] Laser survey equipment characterized by providing the following Laser light source The
1st wedge glass which penetrates the laser beam by which outgoing radiation was carried out

from the aforementioned laser light source while being held in the lens-barrel possible

[ rotation ] centering on the beam shaft of this laser beam The 2nd wedge glass which

penetrates the laser beam which penetrated the aforementioned 1st wedge glass while being

held in the lens-barrel possible [ rotation ] centering on the beam shaft of the aforementioned

laser beam the [ the above 1st held at the aforementioned lens-barrel, and ] — the size of the

aforementioned tilt angle detected in the rolling mechanism which rotates 2 wedge glass, the
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level detector which detects the tilt angle to the level surface of the aforementioned lens-barrel,

and the aforementioned level detector — responding — the aforementioned rolling mechanism -

- controlling — the [ the above 1 st and ] — the control means which adjust the direction of

outgoing radiation of the laser beam which penetrates 2 wedge glass

[Claim 7] the [ the above 1st and ]
— the laser survey equipment according to claim 6 further

equipped with the reflective member which deflects 90 degrees of laser beams which penetrated

2 wedge glass, and a rotation means to rotate the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser

beam deflected by this reflective member by rotating the aforementioned reflective member
within a fixed flat surface

[Claim 8] A beam division means to divide into two or more laser beams the laser beam by which

outgoing radiation was carried out from the aforementioned laser light source, The condenser,

lens which condenses one of the laser beams divided by the aforementioned beam division

means, It is arranged on the focal plane of the aforementioned condenser lens, and has further

an optical position detection means to detect the incidence position of the laser beam

condensed with the aforementioned condenser lens, the aforementioned control means — the

[ the above 1st and ] — the laser survey equipment according to claim 6 which controls rotation

of 2 wedge glass according to the variation of the incidence position of the aforementioned laser

beam which carried out incidence to the aforementioned optical position detection means

[Claim 9] The aforementioned beam division means is laser survey equipment according to claim

5 or 8 which is the beam splitter which reflects the remainder while penetrating a part of incident

light.

'

[Claim 10] The aforementioned optical position detection means is laser survey equipment

according to claim 5 or 8 which is a two-dimensional position sensitive detector (PSD).

[Claim 1 1] Laser survey equipment according to claim 5 or 8 further equipped with the reflective

member which deflects other one [ 90-degree ] of the laser beams divided by the .

aforementioned beam division means, and a rotation means to rotate the direction of outgoing

radiation of the laser beam deflected by this reflective member by, rotating the aforementioned

reflective member within a fixed flat surface.

[Claim 12] The aforementioned reflective member is laser survey equipment given in either of

the claims 4, 7, and 1 1 which are pentaprisms.

[Claim 13] The tilt angle detected in the aforementioned level detector is laser survey equipment

given in either of the claims 4, 7, 11, and 12 corresponding to the inclination to the vertical of

the beam shaft of the laser beam which it is divided by the aforementioned beam division means,

and carries out incidence to the aforementioned reflective member.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Petailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates the datum line by the laser

- beam to horizontal or the laser survey equipment projected perpendicularly to a predetermined field.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, in fields, such as engineering works and construction,

the laser survey equipment (the so-called laser planar) for performing marking of a horizontal line or

a vertical line is used. This laser equipment rotates the floodlighting section which carries out ,

outgoing radiation of the laser beam, scans this laser beam to a hoop direction, and projects the

datum line perpendicular to planes of incidence-ed, such as a wall surface, or horizontal by tracing of

a laser beam.

[0003] Drawing 12 is the cross section showing the composition of conventional laser survey

equipment. This drawing 12 shows the state where laser survey equipment was stood in the

perpendicular direction, in order to perform the laser beam scan to a horizontal direction. The lens-

barrel 82 dedicated in housing 81 consists of laser beam optical-path 82a,of the hollow which
branched at the right angle from laser beam optical-path 82b of the hollow which penetrates the

whole along with the medial axis of laser survey equipment, and this laser beam optical-path 82b. In

laser beam optical-path 82a, a laser diode 83, the collimator lens unit 104, and the ANAMO prism 84

are being fixed from the end-face side. And the rectangular prism 85 is being fixed to the intersection

of the laser beam optical paths 82a and 82b.

[0004] In laser beam optical-path 82b, the pre-group lens 86 and the back group lens 87 are being

fixed toward the upper part in drawing 12 from the rectangular prism 85. The approximate circle

tubed rotation floodlighting section 88 to which the pentaprism 89 was dedicated is being fixed to

the upper-limit section of a lens-barrel 82 free [ rotation ] in the field which intersects

perpendicularly with laser beam optical-path 82b. Opening is formed in the upper-limit side and the

side of this rotation floodlighting section 88, respectively.

[0005] In the laser survey equipment of such composition, if outgoing radiation of the laser beam
L10 is carried out from the laser diode 83 fixed to the laser beam optical-path 82a end face, in a

rectangular prism 85, 90 degrees of the laser beam L10 will be crooked in the rotation floodlighting

section 88 side, it will penetrate the pre-group lens 86 and the back group lens 87, and they will carry

out incidence to a pentaprism 89. The laser beam L10 which carried out incidence to the pentaprism

89 is gradually reflected by 2nd reflector 89b which inclined 45 degrees to 1st reflector 89a and this

1st reflector. And outgoing radiation of the laser beam LI 1 which reflector [ 1st ] 89a Reached and

was reflected by 2nd reflector 89b is carried out from optical outgoing radiation side 89c which is

making the right angle to 89d of optical plane of incidence.

[0006] Moreover, the partial reflection film is formed in 1st reflector 89a. Therefore, some laser

beams LI 2 penetrate this 1st reflector 89a, penetrate the wedge prism 90 fixed on this 1st reflector

89a, and outgoing radiation is carried out from opening of a rotation floodlighting section 88 upper-

limit side.

[0007] And a laser beam LI 1 rotates focusing on the axis of rotation of the rotation floodlighting

section 88 by rotating in the field where laser beam optical-path 82b and the rotation floodlighting

section 88 cross at right angles. Therefore, the base plane which intersects perpendicularly with this
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axis of rotation is formed of a laser beam LI 1. Moreover, the laser beam LI 2 by which outgoing

radiation is carried out from the upper limit of the rotation floodlighting section 88 forms the criteria

spot for a survey control point etc. being shown in a ceiling etc.

[0008] Thus, in order to form a base plane in a wall surface etc., outgoing radiation of the laser beam
LI 1 by which outgoing radiation was carried out from laser survey equipment needs to be carried out

horizontally correctly. Similarly, outgoing radiation also of the laser beam L12 which forms a

criteria spot needs to be correctly carried out to a ceiling etc. perpendicularly. Therefore, at the time

of use of laser survey equipment, it is necessary to do leveling-up work so that outgoing radiation of

the laser beam LI 1 may be carried out horizontally correctly.

[0009] Hereafter, the leveling-up mechanism for outgoing radiation of the laser beam LI 1 being

carried out horizontally correctly is explained, sliding which the bulge section 91 which has a semi-

sphere side configuration is formed in the upper-limit side of a lens-barrel 82, and was formed in

housing 81 - a hole ~ it is held in the state where it contacted in 81a since the maintenance to the

housing 81 of a lens-barrel 82 is made by only contact of this portion - sliding - a hole - the lens-

barrel 82 whole can be made to tilt in all the directions by rotating the semi-sphere side portion of

the bulge section 91 within 81a

[0010] Moreover, in housing 81, the screw 97 rotated by the motor 98 for level adjustment is formed.

The nut 99 is screwed in this screw 97. This nut 99 moves up and down with rotation of a screw 97.

The operation pin 101 is projected and formed in the superficies of a nut 99. The drive arm 96

formed in the bulge section 91 and the pin 100 open for free passage touch the operation pin 101,

and, thereby, rotation of the direction of X of the bulge section 91 (hand of cut within space) is

regulated.

[001 1] Furthermore, under the rectangular prism 85, the tilt sensor 103 of the direction ofX which

detects the inclination of the direction of X of a lens-barrel 82 is being fixed in the lens-barrel 82.

According to the inclination detected by this tilt sensor 103, the roll control of the motor 98 for level

adjustment is performed, and a screw 97 rotates by this. Then, a nut 99 moves up and down with

rotation of this screw 97, and the bulge section 91 linked through the operation pin 101 and the pin

100 rotates in the direction of X. In addition, the tilt sensor 102 ofthe direction ofY which detects

the inclination of the direction (hand of cut in the field which intersects perpendicularly with space

along the perpendicular-among drawing direction) of Y is being fixed to the side of the tilt sensor of

the direction of X. Moreover, although not shown in the drawing, in housing 81, the mechanism for

regulating rotation of the direction of Y of the bulge section 91 as well as the direction ofX is

established according to the size of the inclination detected by the tilt sensor 102. Thus, it is adjusted

so that a lens-barrel 82 may always turn to the perpendicular direction, namely, so that outgoing

radiation of the laser beam LI 1 may always be carried out horizontally. Therefore, a laser beam LI 1

can form always exact datum level.

[0012]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, with the structure of conventional laser survey

equipment which was mentioned above, the leveling-up work for carrying out outgoing radiation of

the laser beam LI 1 horizontally is done by leaning a lens-barrel 82 using the motor 98 for level

adjustment, a screw 97, and nut 99 grade. For this reason, there was a problem that the structure of

laser survey equipment will become complicated.

[0013] Moreover, if an inclination changes, the tilt sensor 102,103 will require fixed time until the

measured value is stabilized possible [ measurement ]. For this reason, you have to wait to stabilize

the measured value of the tilt sensor 102,103, whenever the inclination of a lens-barrel 82 changes,

when adjustment by leaning a lens-barrel 82 like before is performed. For this reason, the long time

was required in order to do leveling-up work.

[0014] Then, structure for a leveling up can be simplified and let it be the technical problem of this

invention to offer the laser survey equipment which can moreover do leveling-up work in a short

time.

[0015]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, the 1st

mode of the laser survey equipment of this invention the [ which has been arranged on the optical

path of the laser beam by which outgoing radiation was carried out from the laser light source and
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the aforementioned laser light source / abbreviation plate-like / the 1st and ] - with 2 transparent

member the [ the above 1st and ] - with the tubed elastic member by which the double door

peristome was closed by 2 transparent member the [ the solution layer formed by filling up with a

liquid in the aforementioned elastic member, and / the above 1st and ] - with the lens-barrel holding

2 transparent member The adjustment mechanism the above 1st held at this lens-barrel and whose
adjustment in the range which includes parallel for the relative tilt angle of a member the 2nd
transparence are enabled, The aforementioned adjustment mechanism is controlled according to the

size of the aforementioned tilt angle detected in the level detector which detects the tilt angle to the
*

level surface of the aforementioned lens-barrel, and the aforementioned level detector, and it has the

control means which adjust the size of the angle which the aforementioned 1st area-pellticida

material and the aforementioned 2nd area-pellucida material make.

[0016] That is, the unit which closed the elastic member by the 1st and 2nd transparent members,

and filled up the liquid with the laser survey equipment of the 1st mode into it is arranged on the

optical path of a laser beam. And the sense of the beam shaft which penetrates each [ these ]

transparent member is changed by changing the angle which each transparent member makes
according to the size of the inclination of the level shell of the lens-barrel detected in the level

detector. Therefore, since it is not necessary to establish like before the complicated leveling-up

mechanism in which a lens-barrel is leaned, the structure of laser survey equipment can be

simplified. Moreover, with the laser survey equipment of the 1st mode, since it is accepted by
changing the size of the angle which each transparent member makes and the sense of a beam shaft

is adjusted, it is not necessary to change the sense of the whole lens-barrel. Therefore, since the

measured value of a level detector is always fixed, in case it does leveling-up work like before

through levelirig-up work, it does not require time until the measured value of a level detector is

stabilized. Therefore, the time of leveling-up work can be shortened.

[0017] In case the laser survey equipment of such composition is used, it is good also as what has a

bellows-like configuration for the aforementioned elastic member, and is good also considering the

liquid which forms the aforementioned solution layer as a silicone oil.

[0018] moreover, the laser survey equipment of the above-mentioned composition — the [ the above

1st and ] - you may have further a rotation means to rotate the direction of outgoing radiation of the

laser beam deflected by this reflective member within a fixed flat surface, by. rotating the reflective

member which deflects 90 degrees of laser beams which penetrated 2 transparent member, and the

aforementioned reflective member

[0019] Furthermore, a beam division means to divide into two or more laser beams the laser beam to

which outgoing radiation of the laser survey equipment of the above-mentioned composition was
carried out from the aforementioned laser light source, The condenser lens which condenses one of

the laser beams divided by the aforementioned beam division means, It is arranged on the focal plane

of the aforementioned condenser lens, and has further an optical position detection means to detect

the incidence position of the laser beam condensed with the aforementioned condenser lens, the

aforementioned control means ~ the [ aforementioned ] — the [ 1 transparent member and /

aforementioned ] — based on the variation of the incidence position of the aforementioned laser

beam which carried out incidence to the aforementioned optical position detection means, you may
compute the size of the angle which 2 transparent member makes

[0020] If the laser survey equipment of such composition is adopted, the size of the angle which each

transparent member makes can be made to be able to respond to the variation of the incidence

position to the optical position sensing element of the beam divided by the beam division means, and

can be detected. Therefore, the sense of a beam shaft can be adjusted more precisely.

[0021] Moreover, the 2nd mode of the laser survey equipment of this invention A laser light source

and the 1st wedge glass which penetrates the laser beam by which outgoing radiation was carried out

from the aforementioned laser light source while being held in a lens-barrel possible [ rotation ]

centering on the beam shaft of this laser beam, The 2nd wedge glass which penetrates the laser beam
which penetrated the aforementioned 1st wedge glass while being held in a lens-barrel possible

[ rotation ] centering on the beam shaft of the aforementioned laser beam, the [ the above 1st held in

the aforementioned lens-barrel, and ] — with the rolling mechanism which rotates 2 wedge glass the

size of the aforementioned tilt angle detected in the level detector which detects the tilt angle to the
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level surface of the aforementioned lens-barrel, and the aforementioned level detector - responding -

- the aforementioned rolling mechanism ~ controlling — the [ the above 1st and ] — it has the control

means which adjust the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser beam which penetrates 2 wedge
glass

[0022] That is, the laser survey equipment of the 2nd mode can arrange the wedge glass of two
sheets on the optical path of a laser beam, and can adjust the sense of the beam shaft of a laser beam
by rotating each wedge glass in the field which intersects perpendicularly with the optical path of the

laser beam concerned. Thereby, like the 1st mode, the structure of laser survey equipment can be

simplified and, moreover, the time of leveling-up work can be shortened.

[0023] such laser survey equipment of composition - the [ the above 1st and ] - you may have
further a rotation means to rotate the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser beam deflected by
this reflective member within a fixed flat surface, by rotating the reflective member which deflects

90 degrees of laser beams which penetrated 2 wedge glass, and the aforementioned reflective

member

[0024] Moreover, a beam division means to divide into two or more laser beams the laser beam to

which outgoing radiation of the laser survey equipment of the 2nd mode was carried out from the

aforementioned laser light source, The condenser lens which condenses one of the laser beams
divided by the aforementioned beam division means, It is arranged on the focal plane of the

aforementioned condenser lens, and has further an optical position detection means to detect the

incidence position of the laser beam condensed with the aforementioned condenser lens, the

aforementioned control means ~ the [ the above 1st and ] - according to the variation of the

incidence position of the aforementioned laser beam which carried out incidence to the

aforementioned optical position detection means, you may control rotation of 2 wedge glass ,

[0025] In case the laser survey equipment of each above-mentioned mode is used, the

aforementioned beam division means may be a beam splitter which-reflects the remainder while

penetrating 1 a part of incident light, and the aforementioned optical position detection means may be

a two-dimensional position sensitive detector (PSD).

[0026] Furthermore, the laser survey equipment of each above-mentioned mode may be further

equipped with a rotation means to rotate the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser beam
deflected by this reflective member within a fixed flat surface, by rotating the reflective member
which deflects other one

[ 90-degree ] of the laser beams divided by the aforementioned beam
division means, and the aforementioned reflective member. At this time, the aforementioned

reflective member may be a pentaprism. Moreover, the tilt angle detected in the aforementioned

level detector may be equivalent to the inclination to the vertical of the beam shaft of the laser beam
which it is divided by the aforementioned beam division means, and carries out incidence to the

aforementioned reflective member at this time.

[0027]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt of this invention is explained based

on a drawing.

<lst operation gestalt> drawing 1 is the cross section showing the composition of the floodlighting

equipment which constitutes the laser survey equipment by the 1st operation gestalt of this invention.

This drawing 1 shows the state of the floodlighting equipment when standing laser survey equipment

in the perpendicular direction, in order to perform the laser beam scan to a horizontal direction.

[0028] Floodlighting equipment 1 1 is constituted from that rotation is free and the rotation

floodlighting section 15 held at the same axle by the lens-barrel 14 through the lens-barrel 14 fixed

in housing (not shown) of laser survey equipment, and bearing 19. Laser beam optical-path 14b in

alignment with the machine shaft lz (axis of rotation of the rotation floodlighting section 15 and

coincidence) and laser beam optical-path 14a which intersects.perpendicularly with this laser beam
optical-path 14b are formed in the lens-barrel 14. Moreover, while it is open for free passage to laser

beam optical-path 15a of the hollow formed in the axis of rotation and same axle while it was open

for free passage to laser beam optical-path 14b, and this laser beam optical-path 15a, pentaprism

stowage 15b which has opening is formed in the direction of an end face, and the side at the rotation

floodlighting section 15.

[0029] (Laser outgoing radiation optical system) The beam splitter 24 as a beam division means is
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#
being fixed to the intersection of the laser beam optical paths 14a and 14b in a lens-barrel 14.

Moreover, the laser diode 21 is being fixed to one edge of this laser beam optical-path 14a.

Moreover, between this laser diode 21 and beam splitter 24, a collimator lens 22, the ANAMO prism

23, and the beam shaft controller 33 are being fixed from the laser diode 21 side. Moreover, a

pentaprism 27 and the wedge prism 30 are being fixed to pentaprism hold section 15b of the rotation

floodlighting section 15.

[0030] The laser diode 21 as a laser light source carries out outgoing radiation of the laser beam L0.

A collimator lens 22 is a lens which makes parallel light the laser beam L0 by which outgoing

radiation was carried out from laser diode 21. Moreover, the ANAMO prism 23 is an optical element

for correcting to a perfect circle form the cross-section configuration of the laser beam L0 which
penetrated the collimator lens 22.

[0031] The laser beam L0 which penetrated the ANAMO prism 23 penetrates the optical-axis

controller 33, and it carries out incidence to a beam splitter 24 (the optical-axis controller 33 is

explained in full detail behind). In the beam splitter 24, partial transparency film 24a which inclined

to the pentaprism 27 side 45 degrees to the beam shaft of a laser beam L0 is formed. It has the

property of reflecting the remaining laser beam while it makes 20-30% of the laser beam L0
penetrate, since this partial transparency film 24a has 70-80% of reflection factor. Therefore, 70 -

80% of the laser beam L0 which penetrated the ANAMO prism 23 is reflected in a pentaprism 27

side.

[0032] Incidence of the laser beam LI which reflected this beam splitter 24 is carried out to the pre-

group lens 25 and the back group lens 26 which were fixed in laser beam optical-path 14b. These

pre-group lens 25 and the back group lens 26 constitute the beam expander to which the beam
diameter of the laser beam LI by which incidence was carried out is expanded.

[0033] In pentaprism hold section 15b of the rotation floodlighting section 15, the pentaprism 27 in

which the laser beam LI which penetrated the back group lens 26 carries out incidence is being fixed

so that it may rotate to this rotation floodlighting section 15 and one. Optical plane-of-incidence 27c

to which a laser beam LI carries out incidence of this pentaprism 27, 1st reflector 27a which the

laser beam which carried out incidence from this optical plane-of-incidence 27c while 22.5 degrees

leaned to this optical plane-of-incidence 27c reflects, 2nd reflector 27b which reflects again the laser

beam reflected by this 1st reflector 27a while 45 degrees leaned to this 1st reflector 27a, While
making the right angle to optical plane-of-incidence 27c, it has 27d of optical outgoing radiation

sides which carry out outgoing radiation of the laser beam L3 reflected by 2nd reflector 27b. in

addition, it does not illustrate to 2nd reflector 27b — an increase — reflection — a film - since it is

formed of the vacuum plating of aluminium, in this 2nd reflector 27b, internal reflection of the laser

beam is carried out 100% On the other hand, the partial transparency film whose reflection factor is

70 - 80% is formed in 1st reflector 27a. Therefore* 20 - 30% of laser beam L2 penetrates this 1st

reflector 27a, and outgoing radiation is carried out from the upper limit of floodlighting equipment

12 through the wedge prism 30.

[0034] From 27d of optical outgoing radiation sides of a pentaprism 27, the laser beam L3 by which
outgoing radiation was carried out penetrates aperture 15for floodlighting c which carried out

opening, and the aperture of housing which is not illustrated to the side of pentaprism hold section

15b, and,outgoing radiation is carried out to it. Thus, the laser beam L3 by which outgoing radiation

was carried out projects the datum line perpendicular to a wall surface etc., or horizontal by rotating

in the field where a laser beam LI and a pentaprism 27 cross at right angles the whole rotation

floodlighting section 15.

[0035] (Rolling mechanism) Next, the mechanism (rotation means) for rotating the rotation

floodlighting section 15 to a lens-barrel 14 is explained. The gear 35 is being fixed to the peripheral

face of the rotation floodlighting section 15 connected free [ rotation ] to the lens-barrel 14 through

bearing 19. On the other hand, the bracket 36 made to project towards the method of outside is

formed in the upper-limit side of a lens-barrel 14. The motor 37 for floodlighting section rotation is

being fixed to this bracket 36, and the pinion 38 attached in the axis of rotation of this motor 37 for

floodlighting section rotation has geared with the gear 35 of the rotation floodlighting section 15.

Since the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser beam L3 by which outgoing radiation is carried

out from aperture 15for floodlighting c by rotating this motor 37 for floodlighting section rotation
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rotates focusing on the axis of rotation of the rotation floodlighting section 15, the base plane which
intersects perpendicularly with this axis of rotation is formed.

[0036] (Leveling-up mechanism) As mentioned above, in order to project the datum line

perpendicular to a wall surface etc., or horizontal by the laser beam L3, the direction of outgoing

radiation of a laser beam L3 needs to be adjusted correctly. For example, in the state of drawing 1 , it

must be correctly projected on the laser beam L3 which projects the horizontal datum line

horizontally. Hereafter, the leveling-up mechanism for adjusting the direction of outgoing radiation

of such a laser beam L3 is explained.

[0037] Drawing 2 is drawing showing a part of each part material fixed to the lens-barrel 14 for

explaining the leveling-up mechanism in the laser survey equipment 10 of drawing 1 . Moreover,

drawing 3 is the front view which looked at the beam shaft controller 33 from the beam-splitter 24

side, and drawing 4 is the cross section which met the A-A line of drawing 3 . It is installed in the

beam shaft controller 33 so that the circular abbreviation parallel glass 41 and 42 of two sheets as a

transparent member may serve as abbreviation parallel mutually, and the periphery portion of these

abbreviation parallel glass 41 and 42 is inserted in the annular glass presser-foot frames 45 and 46.

45d of receptacle seats for holding abbreviation parallel glass 41 is formed in the opening edge

which counters the glass presser-foot frame 46 of the glass presser-foot frame 45. Similarly, 46d of

receptacle seats for holding abbreviation parallel glass 42 is formed in the opening edge which

counters the glass presser-foot frame 45 of the glass presser-foot frame 46.

[0038] Covering 43 (elastic member) has the shape of a cylindrical shape of the shape of bellows

which consists of an elastic body, and both the openings edge is closed by pasting the receptacle

seats 45d and 46d of the glass presser-foot frames 45 and 46, respectively. And the solution layer 44
is formed in the interior of covering 43 by filling up with liquids, such as a silicone oil.

[0039] On the peripheral face of the glass presser-foot frames 45 and 46, the pin attachment sections

45a and 46a of a rectangle tabular are formed at each glass presser-foot frames 45 and 46 and one.

The both ends are formed more thinly than other portions, and the pin 47 is attached so that the pin

attachment sections 45a and 46a may be penetrated. For this reason, the distance between each glass

presser-foot frame 45 in the portion in which each pin attachment sections 45a and 46a were formed,

and 46 is maintained at simultaneously regularity. However, each pin attachment sections 45a and

46a are movable to the shaft orientations of this pin 47 in some range to a pin 47.

[0040] Moreover, on the peripheral face of the glass presser-foot frame 45, two lead screw attaching

parts 45b and 45c of a rectangle tabular are formed at this glass presser-foot frame 45 and one. These
lead screw attaching parts 45b and 45c and pin attachment section 45a are formed so that it may
project in the method of outside from 3 division-into-equal-parts position of the peripheral face of

the glass presser-foot frame 45. And on the peripheral face which laps with lead screw attaching part

45b of the glass presser-foot frame 46, lead screw attaching part 46b is formed. Screwhole 46e is

formed in lead screw attaching part 46b, and the lead screw 48 is thrust into this screwhole 46e.

[0041] The lead screw 48 is formed more thinly than other portions, and it has edge 48a by which the

male screw is not turned off, and this edge 48a is inserted in lead screw attaching part 45b free

[ rotation ]. Since the stopper ring 55 has fitted in, the lead screw 48 is held at edge 48a which
penetrated lead screw attaching part 45b so that it may not fall out from lead screw attaching part

45b. And the lead screw 48 rotates through the motor gear 52 which meshes with the lead screw gear

53 fixed at the nose of cam, and this lead screw gear 53 by the motor 51 fixed to lead screw attaching

part 45b-. Drive control of this motor 51 is carried out by the control section 35. Lead screw attaching

part 46b is moved with rotation of the lead screw 48 by this motor 51 in accordance with the shaft

orientations (the direction of B of drawing 4 ) of the lead screw 48. For this reason, the distance

between each abbreviation parallel glass 42 in the portion in which the lead screw attaching parts

45b and 46b were formed, and 43 changes. Moreover, the same mechanism as the lead screw

attaching parts 45b and 46b is established also about the lead screw attaching parts 45c and 46c. For
this reason, the distance between each abbreviation parallel glass 42 in the portion in which lead

screw attaching part 45c was formed, and 43 also changes with control sections 35.

[0042] The situation of the optical-axis controller 33 when a motor 51 rotates to drawing 5 is shown.

As mentioned above, when a motor 51 rotates, the lead screw 48 rotates and lead screw attaching

part 46b moves in accordance with the shaft of this lead screw 48 in connection with this. For this
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reason, as shown in drawing 5 , the distance between each abbreviation parallel glass 41 in this

portion and 42 becomes small. On the other hand, the distance between each abbreviation parallel

glass 41 in the portion in which each pin attachment sections 45a and 46a were formed, and 42 is

kept constant by the pin 47. Therefore, each abbreviation parallel glass 41 and 42 will be in the state

of countering with some angle from parallel. At this time, the angle (namely, vertical angle of a

solution layer 44) which each abbreviation parallel glass 41 and 42 makes is made into theta**, and

the refractive index of a solution layer 44 is set to n (however, n**1.5). And if the angle of deviation

of the beam shaft of the laser beam L0 by which carries out incidence to abbreviation parallel glass

42, and penetrates a solution layer 44 and outgoing radiation is carried out from abbreviation parallel

glass 41 is made into theta'**, the relation of the following formula will be realized.

theta'=(n-l) theta ... (1)

That is, the sense of the beam shaft of the laser beam L0 which penetrates this beam shaft controller

33 can be changed by controlling the size of the vertical angle theta of a solution layer 44.

[0043] Moreover, as shown in drawing 1 and drawing 2 , the two-dimensional position .sensitive

detector (henceforth "PSD") 29 as an optical position detection means turns the light-receiving side

to a beam-splitter 24 side, and is being fixed to the end face which counters the laser diode 21 of

laser beam optical-path 14a of a lens-barrel 14. moreover, two-dimensional [ in laser beam optical-

path 14a ] - the condenser lens 28 is being fixed between PSD29 and the beam splitter 24 The
distance between two-dimensional PSD(s)29 is equal to the focal distance f2 of a condenser lens 28

in this condenser lens 28. Therefore, 20-30% of laser beam L4 which penetrated partial

transparency film 24a among the laser beams L0 which outgoing radiation was carried out from laser

diode 21, and carried out incidence to the beam splitter 24 penetrates a condenser lens 28, and is

condensed on PSDtwo-dimensional 29. Two-dimensional PSD29 is a device which detects the

incidence position of light. The incidence position of the laser beam L4 to two-dimensional PSD is

computed based on the current ratio outputted from each of this output terminal of two-dimensional

PSD29. In addition, each of this output terminal of two-dimensional PSD is connected to the control

section 35.

[0044] Moreover, the tilt sensor 31 (level detector) which detects the inclination of the level shell of

x directions (hand of cut within space) is being fixed to the soffit section of laser beam optical-path

14b of a lens-barrel 14. And the tilt sensor 32 which detects the inclination of the level shell (hand of

cut in the field which intersects perpendicularly with space along the perpendicular direction) of y is

being fixed to the side of the tilt sensor 31. The tilt sensors 31 and 32 detect the inclination of a level

shell by regarding position change of the foam in the bubble tube with which the electrolytic solution

was filled as a change in resistance, and changing into an electrical signal. That is, while two

electrodes (not shown) are prepared in the detection direction of a tilt angle by object physical

relationship, respectively, the common electrode is prepared in the inferior-surface-of-tongue whole

region on the upper surface of the tilt sensors 31 and 32. Therefore, if the position of a foam changes

within each tilt sensor 3 1 and 32, the ratio of the resistance between each electrode on these upper

surfaces and a common electrode will change. Each tilt sensors 31 and 32 are connected to the

control section 35 through each [ these ] electrode, and the variation of the inclination of a lens-

barrel 14 is computed based on change of the ratio of the resistance produced in each electrode.

[0045] By using the measuring device which is not illustrated in the state of drawing 2 , the sense of

a lens-barrel 14 shall be adjusted so that outgoing radiation of the laser beam L3 may be carried out

horizontally correctly and outgoing radiation of the laser beam LI may be carried out in the

perpendicular direction 10. In addition, the beam shaft of a laser beam LI and the machine shaft lz of

a lens-barrel 14 shall be completely in agreement at this time, the measured value of the tilt sensors

3 1 and 32 at this time, and two-dimensional [ of a laser beam L4 ] — the incidence position of PSD29
is memorized as initial value to a control section two-dimensional [ at this time / of a laser beam L4 ]

— distance in the x directions of [ from the PSD center coordinate aO of the incidence position of

PSD29 ] is set to al Here, since the lens-barrel machine shaft lz and the perpendicular direction 10

are in the state which was completely in agreement, although a value when the measured value by

each tilt sensors 3 1 and 32 has the perpendicular machine shaft lz of a lens-barrel 14 is shown,

depending on the physical relationship of the lens-barrel machine shaft lz and the beam shaft of a

laser beam LI, this measured value does not necessarily need to,show the value at the time of a
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vertical.

[0046] Since the beam shaft of a laser beam LI is perpendicular since the beam shaft of drawing 6 of

the laser beam L3 by which outgoing radiation was carried out from 27d of optical outgoing

radiation sides of a pentaprism 27 from the state of drawing 2 was level when it +deltaomega**

Inclines in the x directions namely, the state +deltaomega** Where it inclined is shown (the

clockwise sense is made into + in the x directions of drawing 6 ). Since it is in the state

+deltaomega** Where the machine shaft lz of a lens-barrel 14 inclined from the state of drawing 2 to

the perpendicular direction 10 similarly, at this time, the measured value of the tilt sensor 31 also

changes from initial value by the inclination of +deltaomega**.

[0047] Then, the measured value of the tilt sensor 31 is read by the control section 35. A control

section 35 computes amount of inclinations +deltaomega** of the beam shaft of a laser beam LI
based on the measured value of the tilt sensor 3 1 . Since the motors 5 1 and 5 1 of each lead screw

attaching parts 45b and 45c of the beam shaft controller 33 rotate and the lead screws 48 and 48
opened for free passage through the motor gears 52 and 52 and the lead screw gears 53 and 53 rotate

according to it, respectively, the lead screw attaching parts 46b and 46c are moved to the shaft

orientations of the lead screws 48 and 48. Since the size of the vertical angle theta which a solution

layer 44 forms changes by this, the direction of outgoing radiation of the beam shaft of a laser beam
LI is adjusted. When the size of the vertical angle theta of a solution layer 44 changes to drawing 7

shows signs that it was adjusted so that the beam shaft of a laser beam LI might become in the

perpendicular direction 10. In order to adjust so that outgoing radiation of the laser beam LI may be
carried out in the perpendicular direction 10, only +deltaomega ** needs to make the beam shaft of

the laser beam L0 by which outgoing radiatioff is carried out incline from the beam shaft controller

33 to the optical axis of a collimator lens 22. two-dimensional [ of the laser beam / in / x directions /

when the +deltaomega** inclination of the beam shaft of a laser beam L0 is done to the optical axis

of a collimator lens 22 ] L4 / ~ the amount b of gaps from the initial value al of the incidence

position of PSD29 serves as b=f2tan (+deltaomega**) Drive control of each motors 51 and 51 is

carried out. therefore, the control section 33 — two-dimensional, always carrying out the monitor of

the incidence position of the laser beam L4 outputted from PSD29 The vertical angle theta of the

solution layer 44 of the beam shaft controller 33 is changed so that the gap of the x directions of

[ from the main coordinate aO of the incidence position of a laser beam L4 ] which carries out

incidence to two-dimensional PSD29 may serve as al+b=al+f2tan (+deltaomega**). The vertical

angle theta of the solution layer 44 at this time is theta=theta'/(n-l) from (1) formula.

= deltaomega/(n-l) (however, n refractive index of a solution layer 44)

It changes so that it may become. Thereby, only -deltaomega ** inclines from the state of drawing

6 , and the beam shaft of a laser beam LI is in agreement with the perpendicular direction 10.

Therefore, it is adjusted so that the beam shaft of the laser beam L3 by which outgoing radiation is

carried out from the rotation floodlighting section 15 may become level.

[0048] In addition, although only adjustment of the x directions of the inclination of the beam shaft

of a laser beam LI detected by the tilt sensor 31 was explained, adjustment of the beam shaft of the

direction of y detected by the tilt sensor 32 is performed similarly here. -

[0049] That is, with the laser survey equipment of this operation gestalt, the direction of outgoing

radiation of a laser beam LI is adjusted by adjusting the size of the vertical angle theta of the

solution layer 44 of the beam shaft controller 33 according to the inclination of the level shell of the

base plane formed of a laser beam L3. moreover, two-dimensional [ which installed change of the

sense of each beam shaft at the time of making the beam shaft controller 33 drive on the optical axis

of a collimator lens 22 ] - it is supervising with the incidence position of the laser beam L4 of

PSD29 For this reason, variation with the slight sense of the beam shaft L0 by the beam shaft

controller 33 can be adjusted with high precision.

[0050] Thus, since the laser survey equipment of this operation gestalt is performing the leveling up
by changing the relative angle of the abbreviation parallel glass 41 and 42 of two sheets which
closed the solution layer 44, it does not need the complicated structure for leaning the whole lens-

barrel like before. For this reason, structure of laser survey equipment can be simplified. Moreover,

since the laser survey equipment of this operation gestalt does not need to lean floodlighting

equipment 1 1 to housing in the case of a leveling up, the measured value of the tilt sensors 31 and 32
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does not change in the middle of leveling-up work. Therefore, since time for stabilizing the

measured value of a tilt sensor is not needed like before, leveling-up work can be done in a short

time.

[0051] The leveling-up mechanism of the laser survey equipment in the 2nd operation gestalt of this

invention and some laser outgoing radiation optical system are shown in <2nd operation gestalt>

drawing 8 . A **** 2 operation gestalt is applied, when leaning 90 degrees of lens-barrels 14 in the

perpendicular direction and using them for it to the state of drawing 1 , in order to carry out a laser

scan.

[0052] Where 90 degrees is leaned in the x directions to the state of drawing 1 , the tilt sensor 61 of;

directions (hand of cut within space) is being fixed so that the beam shaft orientations of a laser

beam LI may become horizontal direction 10'. and the 1st operation gestalt - the same — the tilt

sensor 61 of x directions - the beam shaft controller 33 and two-dimensional — it connects with the

control section 53 with PSD29
,

[0053] Hereafter, operation of the leveling-up mechanism of the laser survey equipment of this

operation gestalt is explained. First, a control section 53 remembers the incidence position of the

laser beam L4 to two-dimensional PSD29 to be the measured value of the tilt sensor 61 when being
adjusted like drawing 8 , so that the beam shaft of a laser beam LI may become horizontal direction
10'. In addition, the beam shaft of a laser beam LI and machine shaft lz' of a lens-barrel 14 shall be
completely in agreement at this time, this time - two-dimensional [ of a laser beam L4 ] - distance

in the x directions of [ from the PSD center aO of the incidence position of PSD29 ] is set to a2
+deltaomega** As shown in drawing 9 , the beam shaft of a laser beam LI in the x directions from
horizontal direction 10' and when it shifts a control section 53 - two-dimensional — so that the

distance from the PSD center aO of the incidence position of the x directions of the laser beam L4 of
PSD29 may serve as a2+f2tan (+deltaomega) The angle of the abbreviation parallel glass 42 to the

abbreviation parallel glass 41 of the beam shaft controller 33 is changed, and the beam shaft

orientation of a laser beam L0 is adjusted. Thus, -deltaomega** rotation [ state / of drawing 9 ] of the

beam shaft of a laser beam LI can be done, and it can adjust so that horizontal direction 10' may be
made to turn to (refer to drawing 10 )

.

[0054] Thus, in order to perform the laser scan of the perpendicular direction, even when using laser

survey equipment with this operation form, turning it horizontally, leveling-up work is done using

the beam shaft controller 33 to which the beam shaft orientation of a laser beam L0 is adjusted by
changing the relative angle of the abbreviation parallel glass 41 and 42 of two sheets which closed

the solution layer 44 like the 1st operation form. Thereby, the sense of the beam shaft of a laser beam
L0 is made to incline to lens-barrel machine shaft lz', and it can adjust so that the beam shaft of a
laser beam LI may become level.

[0055] <3rd operation gestalt> drawing 11 is the cross section showing the structure of the beam
shaft controller 63 in the laser survey equipment of the 3rd operation gestalt of this invention, the

laser survey equipment of a **** 3 operation gestalt does leveling-up work by adjusting the sense of
the beam shaft of a laser beam L0 by rotating the optical axis of a collimator lens 22 for the wedge
glass of two sheets as a center, respectively - the feature - carrying out - other portions ~ the [ the

1st and ] ~ suppose that it is the same as that of 2 operation gestalten

[0056] The beam shaft controller 63 fixed in laser beam optical-path 14a of a lens-banel 14 consists

of casing 66 of an enclosed type which consists of a transparent member, and wedge glass 64 and 65
of two sheets held in this casing 66. Wedge glass 64 and 65 is an optical element which consists of a

flat surface which faced with the angle more slightly than parallel, and it arranges and it is arranged

so that those plane of incidence may be turned to a laser diode 21 side. It is held in casing 66 in the

state which each [ these ] wedge glass 64 and 65 can rotate freely in a field perpendicular to the

optical axis of a collimator lens 22. Moreover, 64 of each wedge glass and the axis of rotation of 65
are constituted so that it may be in agreement with the optical axis of a collimator lens 22. Gears 67
and 68 have fitted into the periphery portion of each [ these ] wedge glass 64 and 65, respectively,

and each gears 67 and 68 are rotated by the motors 69 and 70 fixed in casing 66 into it. Each [ these ]

motors 69 and 70 are connected to the control section 35, and the roll control of each wedge glass 64
and 65 is made by this control section 35. In addition, with this operation gestalt, each gears 67 and
68 and each motors 69 and 70 are combined, and it is considering as the "rolling mechanism."
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[0057] When incidence of the laser beam L0 is carried out to this beam shaft controller 63, the beam
shaft of this laser beam L0 is crooked by penetrating the wedge glass 64 and 65 of two sheets. And if

each wedge glass 64 and 65 rotates by the control section 35, the sense of the beam shaft of the laser

beam L0 which penetrates the beam shaft controller 63 will change. Thus, by adjusting the sense of

the beam shaft of a laser beam L0, it can adjust so that outgoing radiation of the beam shaft of a laser

beam LI may be carried out in the perpendicular direction 10.

[0058] Hereafter, the leveling-up method of the laser survey equipment of this operation gestalt

using the beam shaft controller 63 of the above-mentioned composition is explained using drawing

2 , and 6, 7 and 1 1. As mentioned above, the sense of a lens-barrel 14 is adjusted so that outgoing

radiation of the laser beam L3 may be horizontally carried out correctly by the measuring device

which is not illustrated and outgoing radiation of the laser beam LI may be carried out in the

perpendicular direction 10 (at this time, the beam shaft of a laser beam LI and the machine shaft lz of

a lens-barrel 14 are completely in agreement), the measured value of the tilt sensors 31 and 32 at this

time, and two-dimensional [ of a laser beam L4 ] — the incidence position of PSD29 is memorized
by the control section 35 the 1st operation gestalt — the same — two-dimensional [ of the laser beam
L4 at this time ] - distance from the PSD center aO of the incidence position of PSD29 is set to al

As shown in drawing 6 , the beam shaft of a laser beam LI receives in the perpendicular direction 10.

+deltapmega** and when it shifts The roll control of each motors 69 and 70 is performed, a control

section 35 - two-dimensional ~ so that the distance from the PSD center aO of the incidence position

of the x directions of the laser beam L4 of PSD29 may serve as al+f2tan (+deltaomega**) The sense

of the beam shaft of the laser beam L0 by which incidence is carried out to a beam splitter 24 is

adjusted by rotating each wedge glass 64 and 65 in the field which intersects perpendicularly with

the optical axis of a collimator lens 22. Thus, -deltaomega** rotation [ state / of drawing 6 ] of the

beam shaft of a laser beam LI can be done, and it can adjust so that the perpendicular direction 10

may be made to turn to ( drawing 7 ).

[0059] In addition, although the leveling-up mechanism at the time of standing laser survey

equipment perpendicularly and using it like drawing 1 was explained in order to perform a horizontal

laser scan here, in case the laser scan to the perpendicular direction is performed, the same leveling-

up work can be done by fixing, where 90 degrees of tilt sensors 3 1 are rotated from the state of

drawing 1 like the 2nd operation gestalt.

[0060]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, a complicated leveling-up mechanism is not

needed but the structure of laser survey equipment can be simplified. Moreover, the laser survey

equipment which can do leveling-up work in a short time can be offered.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES*

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates the datum line by the laser

beam to horizontal or the laser survey equipment projected perpendicularly to a predetermined

field.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, in fields, such as engineering works and construction,

the laser survey equipment (the so-called laser planar) for performing marking of a horizontal line or

a vertical line is used. This laser equipment rotates the floodlighting section which carries out

outgoing radiation of the laser beam, scans this laser beam to a hoop direction, and projects the

datum line perpendicular to planes of incidence-ed, such as a wall surface, or horizontal by tracing of

a laser beam.

[0003] Drawing 12 is the cross section showing the composition of conventional laser survey

equipment. This drawing 12 shows the state where laser survey equipment was stood in the

perpendicular direction, in order to perform the laser beam scan to a horizontal direction. The lens-

barrel 82 dedicated in housing 81 consists of laser beam optical-path 82a of the hollow which

branched at the right angle from laser beam optical-path 82b of the hollow which penetrates the

whole along with the medial axis of laser survey equipment, and this laser beam optical-path 82b. In

laser beam optical-path 82a, a laser diode 83, the collimator lens unit 104, and the ANAMO prism 84

are being fixed from the end-face side. And the rectangular prism 85 is being fixed to the intersection

of the laser beam optical paths 82a and 82b.

[0004] In laser beam Optical-path 82b, the pre-group lens 86 and the back group lens 87 are being

fixed toward the upper part in drawing 12 from the rectangular prism 85. The approximate circle

tubed rotation floodlighting section 88 to which the pentaprism 89 was dedicated is being fixed to

the upper-limit section of a lens-barrel 82 free [ rotation ] in the field which intersects

perpendicularly with laser beam optical-path 82b. Opening is formed in the upper-limit side and the

side of this rotation floodlighting section 88, respectively.

[0005] In the laser survey equipment of such composition, if outgoing radiation of the laser beam
L10 is carried out from the laser diode 83 fixed to the laser beam optical-path 82a end face, in a

,

rectangular prism 85, 90 degrees of the laser beam L10 will be crooked in the rotation floodlighting

section 88 side, it will penetrate the pre-group lens 86 and the back group lens 87, and they will carry

out incidence to a pentaprism 89. The laser beam L10 which canied out incidence to the pentaprism

89 is gradually reflected by 2nd reflector 89b which inclined 45 degrees to 1st reflector 89a and this

1st reflector. And outgoing radiation of the laser beam LI 1 which reflector [ 1st ] 89a Reached and

was reflected by 2nd reflector 89b is carried out from optical outgoing radiation side 89c which is

making the right angle to 89d of optical plane of incidence.

[0006] Moreover, the partial reflection film is formed in 1st reflector 89a. Therefore, some laser

beams LI2 penetrate this 1st reflector 89a, penetrate the wedge prism 90 fixed on this 1st reflector

89a, and outgoing radiation is carried out from opening of a rotation floodlighting section 88 upper-

limit side.

[0007] And a laser beam LI 1 rotates focusing on the axis of rotation of the rotation floodlighting

section 88 by rotating in the field where laser beam optical-path 82b and the rotation floodlighting

section 88 cross at right angles. Therefore, the base plane which intersects perpendicularly with this

axis of rotation is formed of a laser beam LI 1. Moreover, the laser beam LI 2 by which outgoing

radiation is carried out from the upper limit of the rotation floodlighting section 88 forms the criteria

spot for a survey control point etc. being shown in a ceiling etc.

[0008] Thus, in order to form a base plane in a wall surface etc., outgoing radiation of the laser beam
LI 1 by which outgoing radiation was carried out from laser survey equipment needs to be carried out
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horizontally correctly. Similarly, outgoing radiation also of the laser beam L12 which forms a

criteria spot needs to be correctly carried out to a ceiling etc. perpendicularly. Therefore, at the time

of use of laser survey equipment, it is necessary to do leveling-up work so that outgoing radiation of

the laser beam LI 1 may be carried out horizontally correctly.

[0009] Hereafter, the leveling-up mechanism for outgoing radiation of the laser beam LI 1 being

carried out horizontally conrectly is explained, sliding which the bulge section 91 which has a semi-

sphere side configuration is formed in the upper-limit side of a lens-barrel 82, and was formed in

housing 81 — a hole - it is held in the state where it contacted in 81a since the maintenance to the

housing 81 of a lens-barrel 82 is made by only contact of this portion - sliding — a hole - the lens-

barrel 82 whole can be made to tilt in all the directions by rotating the semi-sphere side portion of

the bulge section 91 within 81a

[0010] Moreover, in housing 81, the screw 97 rotated by the motor 98 for level adjustment is formed.

The nut 99 is screwed in this screw 97. This nut 99 moves up and down with rotation of a screw 97.

The operation pin 101 is projected and formed in the superficies of a nut 99. The drive arm 96
formed in the bulge section 91 and the pin 100 open for free passage touch the operation pin 101,

and, thereby, rotation of the direction of X of the bulge section 91 (hand of cut within space) is

regulated. *

[001 1] Furthermore, under the rectangular prism 85, the tilt sensor 103 of the direction ofX which
detects the inclination of the direction of X of a lens-barrel 82 is being fixed in the lens-barrel 82.

According to the inclination detected by this tilt sensor 103, the roll control of the motor 98 for level

adjustment is performed, and a screw 97 rotates by this. Then, a nut 99 moves up and down with

rotation of this screw 97, and the bulge section 91 linked through the operation pin 101 and the pin

100 rotates in the direction of X. In addition, the tilt sensor 102 of the direction of Y which detects

the inclination of the direction (hand of cut in the field which intersects perpendicularly with space

along the perpendicular-among drawing direction) of Y is being fixed to the side of the tilt sensor of

the direction ofX ; Moreover, although not shown in the drawing, in housing 81, the mechanism for

regulating rotation of the direction of Y of the bulge section 91 as well as the direction ofX is

established according to the size of the inclination detected by the tilt sensor 102. Thus, it is adjusted

so that a lens-barrel 82 may always turn to. the perpendicular direction, namely, so that outgoing

radiation of the laser beam LI 1 may always be carried out horizontally/Therefore, a laser beam LI 1

can form always exact datum level.

[Translation done.]
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3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, a complicated leveling-up mechanism is not

needed but the structure of laser survey equipment can be simplified. Moreover, the laser survey

equipment which can do leveling-up work in a short time can be offered.

[Translation done.]
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TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, with the structure of conventional laser

survey equipment which was mentioned above, the leveling-up work for carrying out outgoing

radiation of the laser beam L11 horizontally is done by leaning a lens-barrel 82 using the motor

98 for level adjustment, a screw 97, and nut 99 grade. For this reason, there was a problem that

the structure of laser survey equipment will become complicated.

[0013] Moreover, if an inclination changes, the tilt sensor 102,103 will require fixed time until the

measured value is stabilized possible [ measurement ]. For this reason, you have to wait to

stabilize the measured value of the tilt sensor 102,103, whenever the inclination of a lens-barrel

82 changes, when adjustment by leaning a lens-barrel 82 like before is performed. For this

reason, the long time was required in order to do leveling-up work.

[0014] Then, structure for a leveling up can be simplified and let it be the technical problem of

this invention to offer the laser survey equipment which can moreover do leveling-up work in a

short time.

[Translation done.]
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MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, the 1st

mode of the laser survey equipment of this invention the [ which has been arranged on the optical

path .of the laser beam by which outgoing radiation was carried out from the laser light source and
the aforementioned laser light source / abbreviation plate-like / the 1st and ] - with 2 transparent

member the [ the above 1st and ] - with the tubed elastic member by which the double door

peristome was closed by 2 transparent member the [ the solution layer formed by filling up with a

liquid in the aforementioned elastic member, and / the above 1st and ] — with the lens-barrel holding

2 transparent member The adjustment mechanism the above 1st held at this lens-barrel and whose
adjustment in the range which includes parallel for the relative tilt angle of a member the 2nd
transparence are enabled, The aforementioned adjustment mechanism is controlled according to the

size of the aforementioned tilt angle detected in the level detector which detects the tilt angle to the

level surface of the aforementioned lens-barrel, and the aforementioned level detector, and it has the

control means which adjust the size of the angle which the aforementioned 1st area-pellucida

material and the aforementioned 2nd area-pellucida material make.

[0016] That is, the unit which closed the elastic member by the 1st and 2nd transparent members,
and filled up the liquid with the laser survey equipment of the 1st mode into it is arranged on the

optical path of a laser beam. And the sense of the beam shaft which penetrates each [ these ]

transparent member is changed by changing the angle which each transparent member makes
according to the size of the inclination of the level shell of the lens-barrel detected in the level

detector. Therefore, since it is not necessary to establish like before the complicated leveling-up

mechanism in which a lens-barrel is leaned, the structure of laser survey equipment can be
simplified. Moreover, with the laser survey equipment of the 1st mode, since it is accepted by
changing the size of the angle which each transparent member makes and the sense of a beam shaft

is adjusted, it is not necessary to change the sense of the whole lens-barrel. Therefore, since the

measured value of a level detector is always fixed, in case it does leveling-up work like before

through leveling-up work, it does not require time until the measured value of a level detector is

stabilized. Therefore, the time of leveling-up work can be shortened.

[0017] In case the laser survey equipment of such composition is used, it is good also as what has a

bellows-like configuration for the aforementioned elastic member, and is good also considering the

liquid which forms the aforementioned solution layer as a silicone oil.

[0018] moreover, the laser survey equipment of the above-mentioned composition - the [ the above
1st and ] - you may have further a rotation means to rotate the direction of outgoing radiation of the

laser beam deflected by this reflective member within a fixed flat surface, by rotating the reflective

member which deflects 90 degrees of laser beams which penetrated 2 transparent member, and the

aforementioned reflective member
[0019] Furthermore, a beam division means to divide into two or more laser beams the laser beam to

which outgoing radiation of the laser survey equipment of the above-mentioned composition was
carried out from the aforementioned laser light source, The condenser lens which condenses one of

the laser beams divided by the aforementioned beam division means, It is arranged on the focal plane

of the aforementioned condenser lens, and has further an optical position detection means to detect

the incidence position of the laser beam condensed with the aforementioned condenser lens, the

aforementioned control means - the [ aforementioned ] - the [ 1 transparent member and /
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aforementioned ] — based on the variation of the incidence position of the aforementioned laser

beam which carried out incidence to the aforementioned optical position detection means, you may
compute the size of the angle which 2 transparent member makes

[0020] If the laser survey equipment of such composition is adopted, the size of the angle which each

transparent member makes can be made to be able to respond to the variation of the incidence

position to the optical position sensing element of the beam divided by the beam division means, and

can be detected. Therefore, the sense of a beam shaft can be adjusted more precisely.

[0021] Moreover, the 2nd mode of the laser survey equipment of this invention A laser light source

and the 1st wedge glass which penetrates the laser beam by which outgoing radiation was carried out

from the aforementioned laser light source while being held in a lens-barrel possible [ rotation ]

centering on the beam shaft of this laser beam, The 2nd wedge glass which penetrates the laser beam
which penetrated the aforementioned 1st wedge glass while being held in a lens-bairel possible

[ rotation ] centering on the beam shaft of the aforementioned laser beam, the [ the above 1st held in

the aforementioned lens-barrel, and ] — with the rolling mechanism which rotates 2 wedge glass the

size of the aforementioned tilt angle detected in the level detector which detects the tilt angle to the

level surface of the aforementioned lens-barrel, and the aforementioned level detector — responding -

- the aforementioned rolling mechanism - controlling — the [ the above 1st and ] - it has the control

means which adjust the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser beam which penetrates 2 wedge

[0022] That is, the laser survey equipment of the 2nd mode can arrange the wedge glass of two
sheets on the optical path of a laser beam, and can adjust the sense of the beam shaft of a laser beam
by rotating each wedge glass in the field which intersects perpendicularly with the optical path of the

laser beam concerned. Thereby, like the 1st mode, the structure of laser survey equipment can be

simplified and, moreover, the time of leveling-up work can be shortened.

[0023] such laser survey equipment of composition — the [ the above 1st and ] - you may have

further a rotation means to rotate the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser beam deflected by
this reflective member within a fixed flat surface, by rotating the reflective member which deflects

90 degrees of laser beams which penetrated 2 wedge glass, and the aforementioned reflective

member
[0024] Moreover, a beam division means to divide into two or more laser beams the laser beam tp

which outgoing radiation of the laser survey equipment of the 2nd mode was carried out from the

aforementioned laser light source, The condenser lens which condenses one of the laser beams
divided by the aforementioned beam division means, It is arranged on the focal plane of the

aforementioned condenser lens, and has further an optical position detection means to detect the

incidence position of the laser beam condensed with the aforementioned condenser lens, the

aforementioned control means — the [ the above 1st and ] — according to the variation of the

incidence position of the aforementioned laser beam which carried out incidence to the

aforementioned optical position detection means, you may control rotation of 2 wedge glass

[0025] In case the laser survey equipment of each above-mentioned mode is used, the

aforementioned beam division means may be a beam splitter which reflects the remainder while

penetrating a part of incident light, and the aforementioned optical position detection means may be

a two-dimensional position sensitive detector (PSD).

[0026] Furthermore, the laser survey equipment of each above-mentioned mode may be further

equipped with a rotation means to rotate the direction of outgoing radiation of the laser beam
deflected by this reflective member within a fixed flat surface, by rotating the reflective member
which deflects other one

[
90-degree ] of the laser beams divided by the aforementioned beam

division means, and the aforementioned reflective member. At this time, the aforementioned

reflective member may be a pentaprism. Moreover, the tilt angle detected in the aforementioned

level detector may be equivalent to the inclination to the vertical of the beam shaft of the laser beam
which it is divided by the aforementioned beam division means, and carries out incidence to the

aforementioned reflective member at this time.

[0027]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt of this invention is explained based

on a drawing.
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<lst operation gestalt> drawing 1 is the cross section showing the composition of the floodlighting

equipment which constitutes the laser survey equipment by the 1st operation gestalt of this invention.

This drawing 1 shows the state of the floodlighting equipment when standing laser survey equipment
in the perpendicular direction, in order to perform the laser beam scan to a horizontal direction.

[0028] Floodlighting equipment 1 1 is constituted from that rotation is free and the rotation

floodlighting section 15 held at the same axle by the lens-barrel 14 through the lens-barrel 14 fixed

in housing (not shown) of laser survey equipment, and bearing 19. Laser beam optical-path 14b in

alignment with the machine shaft lz (axis of rotation of the rotation floodlighting section 15 and
coincidence) and laser beam optical-path 14a which intersects perpendicularly with this laser beam
optical-path 14b are formed in the lens-barrel 14. Moreover, while it is open for free passage to laser

beam optical-path 15a of the hollow formed in the axis of rotation and same axle while it was open
for free passage to laser beam optical-path 14b, and this laser beam optical-path 15a, pentaprism

stowage 15b which has opening is formed in the direction of an end face, and the side at the rotation

floodlighting section 15.

[0029] (Laser outgoing radiation optical system) The beam splitter 24 as a beam division means is

being fixed to the intersection of the laser beam optical paths 14a and 14b in a lens-barrel 14.

Moreover, the laser diode 21 is being fixed to one edge of this laser beam optical-path 14a.

Moreover*, between this laser diode 21 and beam splitter 24, a collimator lens 22, the ANAMO prism

23, and the beam shaft controller 33 are being fixed from the laser diode 21 side. Moreover, a

pentaprism 27 and the wedge prism 30 are being fixed to pentaprism hold section 15b of the rotation

floodlighting section 15.

[0030] The laser diode 21 as a laser light source carries out outgoing radiation of the laser beam L0.

A collimator lens 22 is a lens which makes parallel light the laser beam L0 by which outgoing

radiation was carried out from laser diode 21. Moreover, the ANAMO prism 23 is an optical element
for correcting to a perfect circle form the cross-section configuration of the laser beam L0 which
penetrated the collimator lens 22.

[0031] The laser beam L0 which penetrated the ANAMO prism 23 penetrates the optical-axis

controller 33, and it carries out incidence to a beam splitter 24 (the optical-axis controller 33 is

explained in full detail behind). In the beam splitter 24, partial transparency film 24a which inclined

to the pentaprism 27 side 45 degrees to the beam shaft of a laser beam L0 is formed. It has the

property of reflecting the remaining laser beam while it makes 20-30% of the laser beam L0
penetrate, since this partial transparency film 24a has 70 - 80% of reflection factor. Therefore, 70 -

80% of the laser beam L0 which penetrated the ANAMO prism 23 is reflected in a pentaprism 27 -

side.

[0032] Incidence of the laser beam LI which reflected this beam splitter 24 is carried out to the pre-

group lens 25 and the back group lens 26 which were fixed in laser beam optical-path 14b. These
pre-group lens 25 and the back group lens 26 constitute the beam expander to which the beam
diameter of the laser beam LI by which incidence was carried out is expanded.

[0033] In pentaprism hold section 15b of the rotation floodlighting section 15, the pentaprism 27 in

which the laser beam LI which penetrated the back group lens 26 carries out incidence is being fixed

so that it may rotate to this rotation floodlighting section 15 and one. Optical plane-of-incidence 27c
to which a laser beam LI carries out incidence of this pentaprism 27, 1st reflector 27a which the

laser beam which carried out incidence from this optical plane-of-incidence 27c while 22.5 degrees

leaned to this optical plane-of-incidence 27c reflects, 2nd reflector 27b which reflects again the laser

beam reflected by this 1st reflector 27a while 45 degrees leaned to this 1st reflector 27a, While
making the right angle to optical plane-of-incidence 27c, it has 27d of optical outgoing radiation

sides which carry out outgoing radiation of the laser beam L3 reflected by 2nd reflector 27b. in

addition, it does not illustrate to 2nd reflector 27b - an increase - reflection a film - since it is

formed of the vacuum plating of aluminium, in this 2nd reflector 27b, internal reflection of the laser

beam is carried out 100% On the other hand, the partial transparency film whose reflection factor is

70 - 80% is formed in 1st reflector 27a. Therefore, 20 - 30% of laser beam L2 penetrates this 1st

reflector 27a, and outgoing radiation is carried out from the upper limit of floodlighting equipment
12 through the wedge prism 30.

[0034] From 27d of optical outgoing radiation sides of a pentaprism 27, the laser beam L3 by which
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outgoing radiation was carried out penetrates aperture 15for floodlighting c which carried out

opening, and the aperture of housing which is not illustrated to the side of pentaprism hold section

15b, and outgoing radiation is carried out to it. Thus, the laser beam L3 by which outgoing radiation

was carried out projects the datum line perpendicular to a wall surface etc., or horizontal by rotating

in the field where a laser beam LI and a pentaprism 27 cross at right angles the whole rotation

floodlighting section 15.

[0035] (Rolling mechanism) Next, the mechanism for rotating the rotation floodlighting section 15 to

a lens-barrel 14

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] The cross section showing the structure of the laser survey equipment by the 1st

operation gestalt of this invention

[
Drawing 2] Drawing for explaining the leveling-up mechanism of the laser survey equipment by the

1st operation gestalt of this invention

[Drawing 3] Front view of the beam shaft controller 33 in the laser survey equipment by the 1st

operation gestalt of this invention

[Drawing 4] The cross section which met the A-A line of drawing 3

[Drawing 5] The cross section showing the state of the beam shaft controller 33 when rotating a

motor 51

[Drawing 6] Drawing showing signs +deltaomega** That the beam shaft of a laser beam LI inclined

from the state of drawing 2

[Drawing 7] Drawing showing signs that leveling-up work was done from the state of drawing 6

[Drawing 8] Drawing for explaining the leveling-up mechanism of the laser survey equipment by the

2nd operation gestalt of this invention

[Drawing 9] Drawing showing signs +deltaomega** That the beam shaft of a laser beam Li inclined

from the state of drawing 8

[Drawing 10] Drawing showing signs that leveling-up work was done from the state of drawing 9

[Drawing 11] The cross section showing the structure of the beam shaft controller 63 in the laser

survey equipment of the 3rd operation gestalt of this invention

[Drawing 12] The cross section showing the structure of the laser survey equipment of the

conventional technology

[Description of Notations]

21 Laser Diode

22 Collimator Lens

24 Beam Splitter

27 Pentaprism

28 Condenser Lens
'

29 Two-dimensional PSD
31, 32, 61, 62 Tilt sensor

33 63 Beam shaft controller

35 53 Control section

41 42 Abbreviation parallel glass

43 Covering
'

44 Solution Layer

45 46 Glass presser-foot frame

45b, 46b Lead screw attaching part

47 Pin

48 Lead Screw

51 Motor

52 Motor Gear

53 Lead Screw Gear
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64 65 Wedge glass

LI, L2, L3, and L4 Laser beam
theta Vertical angle

[Translation done.]
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[Drawing,9]
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